Sacramento Elementary
Safer Routes to School (SR2S) Approved Engineering Strategies Report
April 2008
Introduction
The Portland Office of Transportation (PDOT) initiated a Safer Routes to School (SR2S)
engineering review for Sacramento Elementary with walkabouts on October 19, 2006 and again
on December 4, 2006. At those meetings the concerns of school representatives, parents and
students were described, and a walking tour around the school and on adjacent streets and school
travel routes was conducted. This report is a description of traffic conditions investigated around
Sacramento Elementary, with emphasis on concerns identified during the investigation, and a list
of potential strategies for consideration and further review.
Sacramento Elementary is located in a low-density neighborhood made up primarily of singlefamily residences (Figure 1). As with much of the outer northeast area of Portland, lower density
residential land uses are steadily being re-developed into higher density residential uses. Also
common with outer northeast is an incomplete grid of streets many missing curb and sidewalk.
The lack of alternate pathways can concentrate traffic on existing through streets despite such
streets often being designated only for local use. Adjacent streets in the neighborhood near the
school have had traffic calming projects in the past, including: Fargo from 102nd to 122nd (1997),
Morris from 102nd to 111th (1998), and Knott from 111th to 117th (2001). With the expected
increase in homes over the next several years, local traffic concerns are also expected to increase.
Figure 1. Area Map
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Around Sacramento Elementary, 102nd and 111th to the west, Sacramento to the north, 117th and
122nd to the east, and San Rafael, Weidler and Halsey to the south, are the streets that are the
major barriers to students walking or riding their bikes to Sacramento Elementary.
102nd, 122nd, Weidler and Halsey are classified as Major City Traffic streets. The primary
purpose of a Major City Traffic street is the movement of auto traffic. Sacramento, 111th and
117th are classified as Neighborhood Collector streets. Neighborhood Collectors are streets
where auto and non-auto needs are considered equal. The remaining streets near the school,
including San Rafael, are classified as Local Service streets. Local Service streets are intended to
provide pathways between private homes, or businesses, and higher classified streets, and
preference is often given to pedestrian needs. In addition to traffic classifications, each street in
Portland also has designations for pedestrians, bicycles, transit, freight and emergency response.
These designations will be discussed as needed when considering specific concerns on each
street.
Below is a list of concerns, expressed by the Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team, that were felt
to deter parents from allowing students to walk, bike or take transit to school. These concerns
were provided by school representatives in advance of the walkabout or developed during the
walk. The list has been arranged, as determined by PDOT, into broad categories of safety and
convenience with a last category for miscellaneous concerns. During it’s investigation, PDOT
identified additional concerns not listed here, but which are evaluated in the report. Following
the first section summarizing concerns is a discussion of collected data and possible solutions. A
final section discusses project selection, summarizes approved projects and potential short- and
long-term solutions. Future projects are ranked according to how PDOT would recommend
prioritizing them.
Sacramento Elementary SR2S Concerns
Safety Concerns
A. Vehicle speed is too fast
1. 111th Avenue
2. 117th Avenue
3. Sacramento
4. San Rafael
B. Crossings
1. 111th at Sacramento
2. 117th at Sacramento
3. Sacramento School Entrance
4. Knott Park
5. San Rafael near 114th
6. 102nd Avenue
C. Pedestrian or bike paths
1. Sacramento – no sidewalks
2. 111th Avenue – no sidewalks
3. 117th Avenue – no sidewalks
4. San Rafael – no sidewalks
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5. 116th north of San Rafael – no sidewalk
D. Violations
1. Sacramento at 111th Avenue
2. Sacramento at 117th Avenue
E. Vehicle Congestion
1. Sacramento
Convenience Issues
A. Pedestrian and Bike pathways
1. Knott Park
B. Vehicle Congestion
1. Sacramento
C. Lack of Parking
1. Sacramento
Miscellaneous
A. Parking in Driveways
B. School signing and marked crossing review
Summary of Findings and Solutions
Vehicle Speed and Volumes
Vehicle counts were reviewed or collected for the area streets and are presented in Table 1 (next
page). From Table 1 it can be seen that vehicle speeds on many streets around Sacramento
Elementary are excessively high (posted+5 mph, in bold) including:


















108th, Sacramento to Weidler
111th, Klickitat to Sacramento
111th, Sacramento to Weidler
118th, San Rafael to Halsey
119th, San Rafael to Halsey
Klickitat, West end to 111th
Klickitat, 111th to 117th
Fargo Ct, E/117th
Siskiyou, 111th to 117th
Morris St, 111th to 117th
Knott, 102nd to 111th
Sacramento, 102nd to 111th
Sacramento 111th to 117th
Sacramento, 117th to 122nd
Tillamook, 102nd to 111th
San Rafael, 111th to 117th
San Rafael, 117th to 122nd
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Though there were concerns expressed by the Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team about
speeding traffic on 117th Avenue, measured vehicle speeds appear to be acceptable at this time.
Measured vehicle speeds on Sacramento between 111th and 117th do not appear to be excessive,
but an examination of the data for the hours between 7 AM and 5 PM, found that 85% of drivers
were going up to 26 mph. Between 7 AM and 5 PM a 20-mph school zone is in effect. An 85th
percentile speed of 26 mph in a 20-mph zone meets the City’s criteria for excessive speeding.
Table 1. Collected Traffic Data

Location
102nd at Fremont
108th N/Siskiyou
108th S/Knott
108th S/San
Rafael
111th Dr
S/Siskiyou
111th N/Russell
111th N/Eugene
111th S/Hancock
114th N/Schuyler
117th S/Siskiyou
117th N/Russell
117th N/Eugene
118th N/Halsey
119th N/Halsey
122nd N/Halsey
122nd S/Siskiyou

Location
Klickitat
W/111th Dr
Klickitat
W/117th
Fargo Ct
E/117th
Siskiyou E/108th
Siskiyou
W/117th
Siskiyou E/117th
Morris W/117th
Morris W/121st
Knott E/102nd
Knott E/108th

Date
7/10/91
1/9/07
1/9/07

Northbnd
Speed*
28
28

Southbnd
Speed*
25
27

Lowest
Posted
Speed
35
25
25

Northbnd
Volume
8617
157
260

Southbnd
Volume
7082
221
351

Total
15,699
378
611

1/9/07

30

28

25

404

471

875

2007

32

31

25

460

387

847

1/23/07
1/23/07
1/23/07
1/23/07
1/8/07
1/8/07
1/23/07
1/23/07
1/23/07
7/7/03
5/25/99

29
30
32
27
28
29
28
30
29
-

29
30
32
27
28
28
28
30
30
-

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
35
35

620
781
788
378
285
398
399
198
308
15131
13380

711
854
1423
272
311
408
511
156
176
15214
15094

1,331
1,635
2,211
650
596
806
910
354
484
30,345
28,474

Eastbnd
Volume

Westbnd
Volume

Total

Date

Eastbnd
Speed*

Westbnd
Speed*

Lowest
Posted
Speed

7/27/05

31

32

25

156

209

365

7/27/05

32

32

25

196

205

401

7/21/05

31

28

25

184

200

384

1/9/07

25

26

25

115

145

260

5/1/00

30

29

25

169

184

7/27/05
5/1/00
7/25/05
7/27/05
8/3/05

27
33
20
31
29

26
31
18
32
29

25
25
25
25
25

115
321
82
509
372

112
382
78
559
393
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227
703
160
1068
765

Knott E/117th
Russell E/117th
Sacramento
W/108th
Sacramento
W/108th
Sacramento
E/111th
Sacramento
E/117th
Thompson
E/105th
Thompson
W/111th
Tillamook
E/105th
Tillamook
W/111th
San Rafael
W/114th
San Rafael
E/116th
San Rafael
E/119th
Weidler E/108th
Halsey E/102nd

7/25/05
7/27/05

29
28

28
29

25
25

181
171

121
227

302
398

1/9/07

29

30

25

575

605

1180

5/10/07

35

36

25

694

695

1389

1/10/06

26

24

25**

499

818

1317

2/7/07

31

29

25

457

529

986

1/9/06

26

27

25

112

106

218

1/26/06

25

23

25

119

71

190

1/9/06

29

30

25

326

222

548

1/26/06

29

29

25

197

138

335

5/15/06

33

33

25

813

1198

2011

1/26/06

30

29

25

963

1162

2125

1/10/06

33

32

25

1139

1100

2239

5/3/00
4/3/00

-

-

35
25

16802

14883
-

14,883
16,802

*Miles per hour - 85th percentile speed; 15% of drivers exceed this. **20-mph school zone 7 AM to 5 PM.

SOLUTIONS FOR SAFETY CONCERNS
SOLUTONS FOR SPEEDING
The following street segments have qualified for a subsidized speed bump project and can be
offered traffic calming through the Subsidized Purchase Program:













108th, Sacramento to Weidler
118th, San Rafael to Halsey
119th, San Rafael to Halsey
Klickitat, West end to 111th
Klickitat, 111th to 117th
Fargo Ct, 117th to 122nd
Siskiyou, 111th to 117th
Morris St, 111th to 117th
Knott, 102nd to 111th
Tillamook, 102nd to 111th
San Rafael, 111th to 117th
San Rafael, 117th to 122nd
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Under the Subsidized Purchase program residents on Local Service streets meeting minimum
speeding and specific traffic volume requirements are offered speed bump projects that are
subsidized for 60% of the construction costs. If approval is obtained through petition from 2/3rds
of the households, funding for 40% of the project costs will need to be arranged by local
residents. If the Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team so chose, some portion of the local resident
match funding could be accomplished with the Sacramento Elementary SR2S safety funds.
Speed bumps cost $2000 each and the local resident funding match for a subsidized project is
$800 per bump.
108th, Sacramento to Weidler
NE 108th, Sacramento to Weidler, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 30 mph in a 25-mph
zone. NE 108th, Sacramento to Weidler is recommended for up to 4 speed bumps. The local
resident funding match for this project is $3,200. This is the amount the Sacramento Elementary
SR2S Team could assist with.
118th, San Rafael to Halsey
NE 118th, San Rafael to Halsey, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 30 mph in a 25-mph
zone. NE 118th, San Rafael to Halsey is recommended for up to 3 speed bumps. The local
resident funding match for this project is $2,400. This is the amount the Sacramento Elementary
SR2S Team could assist with.
119th, San Rafael to Halsey
NE 119th, San Rafael to Halsey, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 30 mph in a 25-mph
zone. NE 119th, San Rafael to Halsey is recommended for up to 3 speed bumps. The local
resident funding match for this project is $2,400. This is the amount the Sacramento Elementary
SR2S Team could assist with.
Klickitat, West end to 111th
Klickitat, west end to 111th, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 32 mph in a 25-mph zone.
Klickitat, west end to 111th is recommended for 4 speed bumps as shown in Figure 2, below.
The local resident funding match for this project is $3,200. This is the amount the Sacramento
Elementary SR2S Team could assist with.
Figure 2. Klickitat, West end to 111th, Proposed Speed Bump Layout

Klickitat, 111th to 117th
Klickitat, 111th to 117th, had a measured 85th percentile speed of 32 mph in a 25-mph zone.
Before the walkabout for Sacramento Elementary, the local residents of Klickitat between 111th
and 117th Avenues had initiated a traffic calming project for their street. This was also a street
identified as a quick-fix location, and the Sacramento SR2S Team approved funding to complete
the project (Figure 3). Three speed bumps were constructed on Klickitat in September of 2007.
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Follow-up data is expected to be collected in March of 2008 to determine the effectiveness of the
project.
Figure 3. Klickitat, 111th to 117th, Speed Bump Project

Fargo Ct, 117th to 122nd
Fargo Ct, 117th to 122nd, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 31 mph in a 25-mph zone.
Fargo Ct is recommended for 3 speed bumps. The local resident funding match for this project is
$2,400. This is the amount the Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team could assist with.
Siskiyou, 111th to 117th
Siskiyou, 111th to 117th, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 30 mph in a 25-mph zone.
Siskiyou, 111th to 117th is recommended for 3 speed bumps. The local resident funding match
for this project is $2,400. This is the amount the Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team could assist
with.
Morris St, 111th to 117th
Morris St, 111th to 117th, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 33 mph in a 25-mph zone.
Morris between 111th and 122nd is designated as a Community Transit street. This means that
speed bumps placed on the street will need to be a longer version called speed tables. Morris St,
111th to 117th, is recommended for 3 speed tables. The local resident funding match for this
project is $2,400. This is the amount the Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team could assist with.
Knott, 102nd to 111th
Knott, 102nd to 111th, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 32 mph in a 25-mph zone. Knott,
102nd to 111th, is recommended for up to 5 speed bumps. The local resident funding match for
this project is $4,000. This is the amount the Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team could assist
with.
Tillamook, 102nd to 111th
Tillamook, 102nd to 111th, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 30 mph in a 25-mph zone.
This segment of Tillamook is also a City Bikeway. Tillamook, 102nd to 111th, is recommended
for up to 5 speed bumps. The local resident funding match for this project is $4,000. This is the
amount the Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team could assist with.
San Rafael, 111th to 117th
San Rafael, 111th to 117th, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 33 mph in a 25-mph zone.
This segment of San Rafael is also a City Walkway and City Bikeway. San Rafael, 111th to 117th,
is recommended for 4 speed bumps as shown in Figure 4, below. The local resident funding
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match for this project is $3,200. The Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team tentatively approved
funding the resident portion of this traffic calming project due to concerns over pedestrian
crossing safety and measured vehicle speeds. If public outreach occurs this spring, final
construction is anticipated for the summer of 2008.
Figure 4. San Rafael, 111th to 117th, Proposed Speed Bump Project

San Rafael, 117th to 122nd
San Rafael, 117th to 122nd, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 33 mph in a 25-mph zone.
This segment of San Rafael is also a City Walkway and City Bikeway. San Rafael, 117th to
122nd, is recommended for 3 speed bumps. The local resident funding match for this project is
$2,400. This is the amount the Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team could assist with.
The remaining streets identified with excessive speeding do not qualify for a subsidized traffic
calming project and are discussed below.
111th, Klickitat to Sacramento
NE 111th, Klickitat to Sacramento, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 32 mph in a 25-mph
zone. NE 111th is a Community Transit street and City Walkway. NE 111th is also a
Neighborhood Collector, indicating higher expected use by autos, but is not a Major Emergency
Response route. This means that longer speed bumps, called speed tables, could be used on NE
111th to slow vehicle speed. Because NE 111th is a Neighborhood Collector street, with a wider
area of influence, the process to approve speed tables requires more involvement. Not only do
residents along the street need to approve a traffic calming project, but any neighborhood
association that the street crosses must also approve the project. It is recommended that up to 5
speed tables be constructed along NE 111th, Klickitat to Sacramento. The cost of the project
would be up to $10,000. PDOT does not currently provide a subsidy for traffic calming on
Neighborhood Collector streets, so the project must be fully funded by residents. The
Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team could consider a partial funding of this traffic calming
project to encourage construction.
111th, Sacramento to Weidler
NE 111th, Sacramento to Weidler, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 32 mph in a 25-mph
zone. NE 111th is a Community Transit street and City Walkway. NE 111th is also a
Neighborhood Collector, indicating higher expected use by autos, but is not a Major Emergency
Response route. This means that speed tables could be used on NE 111th to slow vehicle speed.
This segment of NE 111th would also require the approval of residents and the neighborhood
association. It is recommended that 3 speed tables be constructed along NE 111th, Sacramento to
Weidler. The cost of the project would be $6,000. PDOT does not currently provide a subsidy
for traffic calming on Neighborhood Collector streets, so the project must be fully funded by
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residents. The Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team could consider a partial funding of this
traffic calming project to encourage the construction.
Sacramento, 102nd to 111th
Sacramento, 102nd to 111th, has a measured 85th percentile speed up to 36 mph in a 25-mph zone.
Sacramento, 102nd to 111th, is a Neighborhood Collector, indicating higher expected use by
drivers, but is not a Major Emergency Response route. This means that speed tables could be
used, but because Sacramento is a Neighborhood Collector street, a traffic calming project will
require the approval of residents and the neighborhood association. It is recommended that up to
5 speed tables be constructed along Sacramento. The cost of the project would be $10,000.
PDOT does not currently subsidize traffic calming on Neighborhood Collector streets, so the
project must be fully funded by residents. The Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team could
consider a partial funding of this traffic calming project to encourage it’s construction.
Sacramento, 111th to 117th
Sacramento, 111th to 117th, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 26 mph in a 25-mph zone.
An examination of the data for the hours between 7 AM and 5 PM, when the 20-mph school
zone is in effect, found that 85% of drivers were going up to 26 mph. This is sufficient to qualify
Sacramento, between 111th and 117th Avenues, for a traffic calming project. Sacramento, 111th
to 117th, is a Neighborhood Collector, indicating higher expected use by drivers, but is not a
Major Emergency Response route. Because Sacramento is a Neighborhood Collector street, a
traffic calming project will require the approval of residents and the neighborhood association. It
is recommended that up to 3 speed tables be constructed along Sacramento with an emphasis on
the school zone where excessive speeds have been measured. The cost of the project would be
up to $6,000. PDOT does not currently provide a subsidy for traffic calming on Neighborhood
Collector streets, so the project must be fully funded by residents. The Sacramento Elementary
SR2S Team could consider a partial funding of this traffic calming project to encourage it’s
construction.
Sacramento, 117th to 122nd
Sacramento, 117th to 122nd, has a measured 85th percentile speed of 31 mph in a 25-mph zone.
Sacramento, 117th to 122nd, is a City Walkway and a Neighborhood Collector, indicating higher
expected use by drivers, but is not a Major Emergency Response route. As a Neighborhood
Collector street, a traffic calming project will require the approval of both residents and the
neighborhood association. Three speed tables are recommended for construction along
Sacramento, 117th to 122nd. The cost of the project would be up to $6,000. PDOT does not
currently provide a subsidy for traffic calming on Neighborhood Collector streets, so the project
must be fully funded by residents. The Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team could consider a
partial funding of this traffic calming project to encourage the construction.
SOLUTIONS FOR CROSSINGS
Adult crossing guards are often suggested to improve safety at busy crossings. PDOT would not
discourage Sacramento Elementary from using paid or volunteer adult crossing guards, but
PDOT does not have any pending plans or budget to provide adult crossing guards for
elementary schools in Portland.
There are two primary methods to physically change crossings of higher volume roadways and
enhance the safety of crossings. The first is the pedestrian refuge island. Pedestrian refuge
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islands are short medians of full-height curb constructed between auto travel lanes, most often at
the centerline of a street. Included in the construction is a pedestrian area where pedestrians may
take refuge, pausing for short periods of time. Pedestrian refuge islands permit the crossing of
half a street at a time so pedestrians only have to find a gap and concentrate on one direction of
traffic at a time (good for younger pedestrians). Pedestrian islands may require auto traffic to
change direction to drive around the island and this may require more parking removal than other
treatments. Pedestrian refuge islands cost approximately $10,000-$20,000.
The second common physical change is called a curb extension. Curb extensions are short
sections of roadside curb that have been constructed closer to the centerline of a street, replacing
the existing curb. Curb extensions improve pedestrian crossing opportunities by reducing the
distance a pedestrian must cross at street level, enabling the use of shorter gaps in vehicle traffic.
Curb extensions increase the visibility between pedestrians and motor vehicle operators by
moving pedestrians closer to the street centerline before entering the roadway. With curb
extensions, pedestrians must still find a gap in two directions of traffic, but curb extensions
typically do not remove as much on-street parking as pedestrian refuge islands. The cost for a
curb extension is approximately $12,000 - $20,000 due to storm water management impacts.
Other changes to aid pedestrians crossing busy streets, called operational, include all-way stops
and signals. Both types of enhanced control have a series of national and local standards that
must be met before they are approved. Also, both types of control can reduce some crashes, but
may increase other types. All-way stops are most appropriate at the intersection of two similar
(and lower volume) streets, for example Sacramento and 111th Avenue. All-way stop-controlled
intersections are usually safer than most intersections for pedestrian crossings because all drivers
are expected (and expecting) to stop every time they arrive there. Unlike signalized
intersections, all-way stop-controlled intersections often operate at lower speeds since none of
the approaching traffic is provided automatic right of way by a green signal. All-way stop
control costs approximately $300 per entering street to install. Signals are similarly used at
higher volume intersections. Signals cost at least $150,000 to install.
There also may be lower-cost parking control or maintenance corrections that would improve the
safety of crossings by increasing the visibility between pedestrians and auto drivers.
Proposed Walking Routes
The school service area was reviewed to create a map of recommended walking routes in an
attempt to focus on priority crossings needing improvement (Figure 5, next page). These routes
are chosen, in part, by moving out from the school along main access streets. These streets are
chosen for pedestrian routes because they have more ‘eyes on the street’ – they naturally have
more users who can watch for unsafe activity or behavior from children or strangers. Alternate
pathways are chosen when the main roads are considered too busy, or do not have sufficient
pedestrian facilities.
Streets identified as barriers to walking or biking to Sacramento Elementary include 102nd, 111th,
Sacramento, 117th, 122nd, San Rafael, Weidler and Halsey. It is recommended that students
remain on their side of a barrier street and wait to cross at signalized or enhanced crossing
locations. Signalized crossings (and all-way stop-controlled intersections) are the best locations
to cross; though they may also be the busiest. Enhanced crossings are the next best location to
cross – locations where physical changes have been made to increase visibility or shorten
crossing distances. Marked and signed crossings may alert drivers to the presence of more
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pedestrians, but students should be warned that a marked crossing is no safer than an unmarked
crossing. Figure 5 identifies crossings that are reviewed in this report in more detail with dashed
circles.
Figure 5. Proposed Pathways Map

Additional locations identified for review from plotting pathways include:











Sacramento near 102nd Ave
Sacramento at 111th Ave
Sacramento at 117th Ave
Sacramento at 122nd Ave
San Rafael at 122nd Ave
San Rafael at 117th Ave
San Rafael near 114th Ave
San Rafael at 111th Ave
111th Ave at Weidler
111th Ave at Halsey
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Sacramento near 102nd Ave
Sacramento at 102nd Ave is a stop controlled ‘T’ intersection (Sacramento stopped). NE 102nd
Avenue is a Major City Traffic street, Major Transit street, City Walkway, City Bikeway, Truck
Access street, and Major Emergency Response route. Sacramento is a Neighborhood Collector
street. The intersection has had two reported crashes from 2003 through 2006. For the estimated
31,000 vehicles entering the intersection each day, two crashes in four years translates into 0.05
crashes per million entering vehicles. Portland does not investigate intersections for safety
modifications based on crash history until the four-year crash rate reaches 1.0 crash per million
entering vehicles. Sacramento at 102nd Ave appears to be operating very safely, but was
identified as a crossing location to investigate for enhancement.
One Block north of Sacramento on 102nd Avenue is Brazee Street. A signalized pedestrian
crossing is on the north side of the intersection (Figure 6). The signal’s only function is to assist
pedestrians crossing 102nd Avenue. The signal does not help drivers on Brazee gain access to
102nd Avenue. Drivers on Brazee are controlled by a stop sign. NE 102nd Avenue at Brazee has
had three reported crashes from 2003 through 2006. For the estimated 31,000 vehicles entering
the intersection each day, three crashes in four years translates into 0.07 crashes per million
entering vehicles. Brazee at 102nd Ave appears to be operating very safely.
Figure 6. 102nd at Brazee Crossing

The marked crossing on 102nd at Brazee appears to be sub-standard. It is missing stop bars and
signing to guide drivers regarding the appropriate location to stop for pedestrians. Also missing
are back plates for the signal heads. Back plates can make the signals more conspicuous to
drivers. The marked crossing is also not placed in the safest location. Brazee enters 102nd from
the east, but not the west (Figure 6). This means that there are occasions when southbound
vehicles will need to turn left onto Brazee from 102nd Avenue and the space in the center turn
lane should be left open for those vehicles. The center turn lane does not need to be preserved
for northbound traffic since there are no driveways on the west side of 102nd Avenue at Brazee.
If the marked crossing was moved to the south side of Brazee, and a median could be constructed
to assist pedestrians crossing 102nd Avenue.
Another way of enhancing the crossing is with curb extensions. Curb Extensions will improve
the visibility at the intersection and shorten the crossing distance. Figure 7, below, depicts curb
extensions and a median on 102nd south of Brazee. Curb extensions could be constructed north
of Brazee if the crosswalk remains where it is. A transit or green curb extension costs $20,000 to
install while a standard curb extension costs $12,000. The median depicted in Figure 7 is
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estimated to cost $12,000.
Figure 7. 102nd at Brazee Proposed Crossing Enhancement

The Sacramento SR2S Team identified NE 102nd Avenue as a street of concern for student
crossing. Though there are fewer homes west of 102nd Avenue, as compared to east of it, there is
a group of homes south of Tillamook and west of 102nd, on Bell and 101st Avenue. The
proposed crossing enhancements at Brazee are approximately four blocks from the intersection
of 102nd and Bell and would require pedestrians walking from the south to travel out of direction
to cross 102nd Avenue on their way to Sacramento Elementary. A crossing at 102nd and
Tillamook would be more convenient and would also benefit NE Tillamook’s designation as a
City Bikeway. Figure 8, below, depicts an improvement for 102nd at Tillamook similar to the
one proposed for 102nd at Brazee.
Figure 8. NE 102nd at Tillamook Crossing Enhancement

An alternative to enhancing the signalized crossing at Brazee and enhancing a second crossing at
Tillamook would be to consolidate to a single enhanced crossing on 102nd at Sacramento. For
students walking from the north or south, and heading toward Sacramento Elementary, crossing
102nd at Sacramento is the most direct route. An improvement at 102nd and Sacramento would
look similar to the other proposals, except that on the west side of 102nd Avenue are two private
driveways that would be blocked if a median was placed south of Sacramento (Figure 9). The
Sacramento SR2S Team would need to consider if the convenience for pedestrians justifies the
inconvenience for the adjacent residents.
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Figure 9. NE 102nd at Sacramento Crossing Enhancement

Sacramento at 111th Ave
Sacramento at 111th Ave is an all-way stop controlled intersection with a marked school crossing
on 111th south of Sacramento. Both streets are Neighborhood Collectors. NE 111th Avenue is a
Community Transit street with bus stops at the northwest and southeast corners. Also, 111th Ave
is a City Walkway as is Sacramento east of 111th Avenue. The intersection has had one reported
crash from 2003 through 2006, even though a recent stop compliance study found that only 17%
of drivers were observed stopping for the stop signs. For the estimated 2,900 vehicles entering
the intersection each day, one crash in four years translates into 0.25 crashes per million entering
vehicles. Sacramento at 111th Ave appears to be operating safely, but was identified as a crossing
location to investigate for enhancement.
Approaching the intersection, Sacramento has curbs, but 111th does not, and the intersection does
not have completed corners. Enhancing the crossing with full curbs can improve the visibility at
the intersection and shorten the crossing distance. Figure 10, below, depicts a full build out of
corners, and accommodates the transit stops. Each corner construction project is estimated to
cost $10,000.
Figure 10. Sacramento at 111th Proposed Curb
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Sacramento at 117th Ave
Sacramento at 117th Ave is an all-way stop controlled intersection with a marked school crossing
on 117th south of Sacramento. NE 117th Avenue is a Neighborhood Collector street. The
intersection has had no reported crashes from 2003 through 2006 even though a recent stop
compliance study found that only about 28% of drivers were observed stopping for the stop
signs. Sacramento at 117th Ave appears to be operating very safely, but was identified as a
crossing location to investigate for enhancement.
Sacramento approaching the intersection has curbs, but 117th does not, and the intersection does
not have completed corners. Enhancing the crossing with full curbs will improve the visibility at
the intersection and shorten the crossing distance. Completion of the corners will require the
removal of several large fir trees. Figure 11, below, depicts a full build out of the corners. Each
corner construction project is estimated to cost $10,000.
Figure 11. Sacramento at 117th Curb

Sacramento at 122nd Ave
Sacramento at 122nd Ave is a two-way stop controlled intersection (Sacramento stopped).
Sacramento is a Neighborhood Collector and City Walkway. NE 122nd Avenue is a Major City
traffic street, City Walkway, City Bikeway (with bike lanes), Transit Access and Major Truck
route as well as a Major Emergency Response route. The intersection has had 4 reported crashes
from 2003 through 2006. For the estimated 30,800 vehicles entering the intersection each day, 4
crashes in four years translates into 0.10 crashes per million entering vehicles. Sacramento at
122nd Ave appears to be operating very safely, but was identified as a crossing location to
investigate for enhancement.
NE 122nd Avenue has a pedestrian bridge that crosses approximately 54 feet north of Sacramento
(Figure 12, next page). The bridge is the safest method to cross 122nd Avenue without a signal.
Anecdotally, encouraging pedestrians to use a bridge or tunnel crossing has been difficult in the
past, as most pedestrians find them to be less convenient than crossing at street level.
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Figure 12. Pedestrian Bridge on 122nd north of Sacramento

The pedestrian bridge is currently accessed using stairs. Stairs do not meet the Americans with
Disability Act’s (ADA) requirements to be accessible to citizens with mobility restrictions
(ranging from the elderly and those using crutches to those confined to wheel chairs).
Reconstructing the bridge access to meet ADA standards would mean adding ramps or elevators.
Either solution is very expensive and beyond the scope of projects the SR2S program can
accomplish.
Enhancing the crossing with a median and/or curb extensions is an alternative that would
improve the visibility at the intersection, shorten the street-level crossing distance, and would be
equally accessible for all pedestrians. This proposal inconveniences two properties on the east
side of 122nd Avenue, making driveway access more difficult. Figure 13, below, depicts a curb
extension and median concept. A transit or green curb extension costs $20,000 to install while a
standard curb extension costs $12,000. A median like the one depicted costs $12,000 to
construct.
Figure 13. Sacramento at 122nd Proposed Improvements
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NE 122nd at San Rafael
NE 122nd at San Rafael is a fully signalized intersection. San Rafael to the west is a Local
Service street, City Bikeway and City Walkway. East of 122nd Avenue, San Rafael is a
Neighborhood Collector street, and is also a Community Transit street and Major Emergency
Response route. The intersection has had 28 reported crashes from 2003 through 2006. For the
estimated 33,700 vehicles entering the intersection each day, 28 crashes in four years translates
into 0.61 crashes per million entering vehicles. NE 122nd at San Rafael appears to be operating
safely, but was identified as a crossing location to investigate for enhancement.
The safest crossings of NE 122nd will usually be at signalized intersections like San Rafael. One
proposed change is to the pedestrian signal heads, changing them to countdown signal heads
(Figure 14).
Figure 14. Countdown Pedestrian Signals

Another potential change is to provide pedestrians with a head start called a Leading Pedestrian
Interval. A Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI) means that when a pedestrian goes to cross NE
122nd, the first 5-seconds of the WALK phase will occur without San Rafael auto traffic
receiving a green signal, though right turns on red would still be possible. Leading Pedestrian
Intervals are best used where conflicts exist between pedestrians and turning vehicles. Drivers
turning left from 122nd Avenue have their own turn lanes and signal so the turning vehicles don’t
conflict with pedestrians crossing San Rafael (protected left turns). Drivers turning left from San
Rafael have permissive turns, meaning they are to watch for pedestrians crossing 122nd Avenue
and look for a turn opportunity at the same time.
In order to provide the LPI, green time would need to be taken from auto uses or additional time
added to the total signal cycle length. Either way it could mean an added delay of 5 seconds for
drivers each time the signal runs through a cycle. Over time this can add up if the intersection is
used often by pedestrians. If approved for crossing 122nd Avenue, it is recommended that LPI
time should be taken from auto uses on San Rafael and not 122nd Avenue.
Enhancing the crossing with curb extensions is recommended to improve the visibility at the
intersection and shorten the crossing distance. Figure 15, below, depicts proposed curb
extensions. A green curb extension costs $20,000 to install while a standard curb extension costs
$12,000.
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Figure 15. NE 122nd at San Rafael Curb Extensions

San Rafael at 117th
San Rafael at 117th Ave is an all-way stop controlled ‘T’ intersection. San Rafael is a Local
Service street, City Bikeway and City Walkway. NE 117th is a Neighborhood Collector street
that only enters from the north. The intersection has had one reported crash from 2003 through
2006. For the estimated 2,600 vehicles entering the intersection each day, one crash in four
years translates into 0.28 crashes per million entering vehicles. San Rafael at 117th Ave appears
to be operating safely, but was identified as a crossing location to investigate for enhancement.
The intersection does not have full curb and sidewalk. Enhancing the crossing with curbs will
improve the visibility at the intersection and shorten the crossing distance. Figure 16, below,
depicts proposed improvements. Each corner construction project is estimated to cost $10,000.
Figure 16. San Rafael at 117th Curb
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San Rafael near 114th Ave
Intersections with San Rafael near 114th Ave are typically two-way stop controlled ‘T’
intersections, with the north-south Local Service streets stopped for San Rafael. San Rafael is a
Local Service street, City Bikeway and City Walkway. There are no reported crashes from 2003
through 2006 at 114th or 116th Avenues. San Rafael near 114th Avenue appears to be operating
very safely, but was identified as a crossing location to investigate for enhancement.
Speeding has already been identified as an issue on San Rafael between 111th and 117th Avenues,
and the Sacramento SR2S Team has tentatively approved supporting a traffic calming project, as
previously discussed. NE 116th north of San Rafael is an unimproved street that adjoins
Sacramento school property near a ball field (Figure 17). NE 116th was identified as an alternate
pathway for students south of the school to use instead of traveling along San Rafael and using
111th or 117th Avenue to reach Sacramento Street.
Figure 17. NE 116th North of San Rafael

The Sacramento SR2S Team has tentatively approved constructing a marked pedestrian crossing
to assist students to cross San Rafael at NE 116th, as an alternate pathway onto school property,
and to alert drivers to expect pedestrians there. The markings also require removal of
approximately 30 feet of parking for visibility. Figure 18, below, depicts the recommended
location for the marked crossing. Improvements to make 116th a better pedestrian pathway are
discussed later.
Figure 18. San Rafael at 116th Pedestrian Crossing
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San Rafael at 111th Ave
The east and west legs of San Rafael intersect 111th Avenue at different locations. The north
intersection of San Rafael at 111th Ave is an all-way stop controlled ‘T’ intersection, and the
intersection identified for enhancement. San Rafael is a Local Service street, City Bikeway and
City Walkway. NE 111th Avenue is a Community Transit street (with bus stops approaching San
Rafael from the north and south), City Walkway and a City Bikeway north of San Rafael. The
intersection has had one reported crash from 2003 through 2006. For the estimated 2,800
vehicles entering the intersection each day, one crash in four years translates into 0.26 crashes
per million entering vehicles. San Rafael at 111th Avenue appears to be operating safely, but was
identified as a crossing location to investigate for enhancement.
The intersection does not have curb and it appears that over the years the corner radii have grown
quite large. Enhancing the intersection with curb will improve the visibility at the intersection,
and shorten the crossing distance. Figure 19, below, depicts proposed construction.
Figure 19. San Rafael at 111th Proposed Curb

111th at Weidler
NE 111th at Weidler is a fully signalized intersection. Weidler is a Major City Traffic street,
Transit Access, City Bikeway (with bike lane), City Walkway, Truck Access and Major
Emergency Response route. 111th Avenue has bus stops approaching Weidler from both
directions and Weidler has a bus zone east of 111th Avenue. Weidler and Halsey comprise a
one-way couplet with Weidler serving only westbound traffic. Weidler currently has two travel
lanes with parking on both sides. The intersection has had 8 reported crashes from 2003 through
2006. For the estimated 16,300 vehicles entering the intersection each day, 8 crashes in four
years translates into 0.36 crashes per million entering vehicles. Weidler at NE 111th appears to be
operating safely, but was identified as a crossing location to investigate for enhancement.
The safest crossings of Weidler will usually be at signalized intersections like NE 111th.
Countdown signal heads were discussed earlier (Figure 14), and are recommended for crossing
Weidler. Also previously discussed was a Leading Pedestrian Interval, and this may be suitable
for crossing Weidler. Neither 111th nor Weidler has protected left turn pockets, so an LPI for
crossing Weidler could be beneficial. If approved for crossing Weidler, it is recommended that
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LPI time should be taken from auto uses on NE 111th and not Weidler, due to Weidler’s
emergency response designation.
A site visit found the northwest corner to be deficient in curb ramps. Reconstructing a corner is
estimated to cost $4,000. Enhancing the intersection with curb extensions will improve the
visibility at the intersection and shorten the crossing distance. Figure 20, below, depicts possible
curb extensions. A transit or green curb extension costs $20,000 to install while a standard curb
extension costs $12,000. An interim project for pedestrian safety would be to remove parking on
the south side of Weidler (east of 111th), where vehicles approach the intersection, to improve
pedestrian visibility.
Figure 20. 111th at Weidler Proposed Curb Extensions

111th at Halsey
NE 111th at Halsey is a fully signalized intersection. NE 111th Avenue north of Halsey is west of
the intersection of 111th Avenue south of Halsey (111th jogs crossing Halsey). Halsey is a Major
City Traffic street, Transit Access, City Bikeway (with bike lane), City Walkway, Truck Access
and Major Emergency Response route. Halsey has a bus stop on the south side, west of 111th
Avenue. Weidler and Halsey comprise a one-way couplet with Halsey serving only eastbound
traffic. The intersection has had 8 reported crashes from 2003 through 2006. For the estimated
17,600 vehicles entering the intersection each day, 8 crashes in four years translates into 0.33
crashes per million entering vehicles. Halsey at NE 111th appears to be operating safely, but was
identified as a crossing location to investigate for enhancement.
The safest crossings of Halsey will usually be at signalized intersections like NE 111th. The
intersection of Halsey and 111th Avenue has signalized pedestrian crossings for the north leg of
111th Avenue. During a site visit, it was noted that, though the intersection has pedestrian signal
heads, the pedestrian crossings are not marked. Countdown signal heads were discussed earlier
(Figure 14), and are recommended for crossing Halsey. Also previously discussed was a
Leading Pedestrian Interval, and this may be suitable for crossing Halsey. Neither street has
protected left turn pockets, so an LPI for crossing Halsey could be beneficial. Halsey is a Major
Emergency Response route and is sensitive to increased delay, so caution would be advised. If
approved for crossing Halsey, it is recommended that LPI time should be taken from auto uses
on NE 111th and not Halsey.
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Enhancing the crossing with curb extensions will improve the visibility at the intersection and
shorten the crossing distance. Figure 21, below, depicts possible curb extensions. A transit or
green curb extension costs $20,000 to install while a standard curb extension costs $12,000. An
interim project to improve visibility would be removal of one space of parking on the north side
of Halsey, west of 111th Avenue.
Figure 21. 111th at Halsey Proposed Curb Extensions

Sacramento at Knott Park
The Sacramento SR2S Team identified the frontage of Knott Park, west of the school, as a
location of concern for student crossing safety. Knott Park is considered an alternate route for
pedestrians north of the school, instead of walking on 111th and 117th Avenues. The Sacramento
SR2S Team approved funding to mark a pedestrian crossing for Knott Park and to complete
sidewalks and ramps leading to the new marked crossing (Figure 22). This work was completed
in February of 2008.
Figure 22. Mid-block Pedestrian Crossing for Knott Park
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Sacramento at School Entrance
The Sacramento SR2S Team identified the school entrance as a location of concern for students
crossing Sacramento. It was suggested that a marked school crosswalk be installed to assist
pedestrians crossing Sacramento and to alert drivers to their presence. A school crosswalk can
achieve these goals, but requires a commitment from Sacramento Elementary that the crossing
will be patrolled (Figure 23). Also necessary for a marked crossing would be the construction of
curb ramps on both sides of Sacramento. The cost to mark and sign a school crosswalk and add
curb ramps is estimated to cost $3,000. Improvements to complete sidewalk on the north side of
Sacramento are discussed later in the report.
Figure 23. Sacramento School Crossing at Sacramento Elementary

SOLUTIONS FOR POOR PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS
Sacramento
NE Sacramento has curb from just west of 108th to 122nd Avenue, but is lacking complete
sidewalks between 111th and 117th and is missing both curb and sidewalk between 102nd and just
west of 108th Avenue. The Sacramento SR2S Team expressed concern over the missing gaps of
sidewalk on Sacramento. It is recommended that sidewalks on at least one side of Sacramento
be completed between 102nd Avenue and 122nd Avenue.
Between 102nd and 108th Avenues there is a street segment of Sacramento without curb or
sidewalk. The length of the missing curb and walk is approximately 1290 feet. Construction of
curb and sidewalk on one side of Sacramento to complete the pedestrian connection, between
102nd and 108th Avenues, is estimated to cost $335,000. This size project is beyond the scope of
projects that the SR2S program can accomplish.
The Sacramento SR2S Team approved a project to complete the sidewalk construction on the
south side of Sacramento between 111th and the school and the project was submitted for Federal
SR2S funding that was awarded in January of 2008. With completion of that sidewalk section,
Sacramento from 111th to 117th will have complete sidewalk on the south side. Between 111th
and 117th, the north side of Sacramento has curb, but is missing approximately 900 feet of
sidewalk. Completion of sidewalk on the north side of Sacramento would benefit pedestrians
and adjacent land owners. Construction of a five-foot wide sidewalk is estimated to cost up to
$60,000. Sacramento east of 117th to 122nd Avenue is a complete street with curb and sidewalk.
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NE 111th Avenue
NE 111th Avenue is a Neighborhood Collector Traffic street, a City Walkway and Community
Transit street south of Morris, and a City Bikeway south of Tillamook to San Rafael. NE 111th
Avenue does not have curb or sidewalk for almost all of its length from Klickitat to Weidler.
The Sacramento SR2S Team expressed concern over the lack of sidewalks and bike lanes on
111th Avenue. Sidewalk costs approximately $12,000 per 200-foot block face, while curb and
sidewalk is approximately $45,000 per block (one side). Widening 111th to add bike lanes is
estimated to cost up to $80,000 per block (both sides). As previously discussed, constructing
street improvements on a large scale is beyond the scope of projects that the SR2S fund can
accomplish. The previously discussed crossing improvements and traffic calming projects are
the quickest engineering solutions at this time to achieve a safer walking and biking environment
along 111th Avenue.
NE 117th Avenue
NE 117th Avenue is a Neighborhood Collector street. NE 117th has intermittent curb and
sidewalk along its length between Klickitat and San Rafael. The Sacramento SR2S Team
expressed concern over the lack of sidewalks on 117th Avenue. Sidewalk costs approximately
$12,000 per 200-foot block face, while curb and sidewalk is approximately $45,000 per block
(one side). As previously discussed, large scale street improvements are beyond the scope of
projects that the SR2S fund can accomplish. The previously discussed crossing improvements
and traffic calming projects are the best engineering solutions at this time to make walking and
biking along 117th Avenue safer.
San Rafael
San Rafael is a Local Service Traffic street, City Walkway and City Bikeway. San Rafael is an
incomplete street and is missing curb and sidewalk along much of its length west of 122nd
Avenue. As previously discussed, large scale street improvements are beyond the scope of
projects that the SR2S fund can accomplish. The previously discussed intersection
improvements and traffic calming projects are the best engineering solutions at this time to make
walking and biking along San Rafael safer.
116th north of San Rafael
NE 116th north of San Rafael is a Local Service traffic street and unimproved. NE 116th provides
a connection north of San Rafael onto the Sacramento school grounds and is an alternative
pathway to access the school. NE 116th is unimproved (no curb, sidewalk or paved areas), and a
recommended marked crossing at San Rafael has already been tentatively approved. As a
pathway for pedestrians and vehicles, NE 116th is narrow (total right of way is 24 feet) and a
recommended improvement is to delineate pedestrian versus auto space. A low cost method to
achieve separation is to construct a raised gravel pathway (Figure 24). This type of pathway will
not cause significant run-off and is usually accompanied with signs to identify the path as a noparking area. For approximately 105 feet of gravel pathway the cost estimate is up to $3,000.
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Figure 24. Raised Gravel Pathway

A higher-level pedestrian facility could use asphalt as a path. The highest level of pedestrian
path would be to construct a curb and sidewalk from San Rafael to the school property fence
opening (Figure 25). Concrete paths are more aesthetically pleasing, but are also more
expensive.
Figure 25. NE 116th Pedestrian Pathway

SOLUTIONS FOR VIOLATIONS
Illegal Parking on Sacramento
Most children that are driven to school are dropped off on Sacramento Street in front of the
school. Sacramento Street is about 30 feet wide with parking on both sides of the street. The
narrowness of the street makes arriving by auto difficult during the school commute times.
During the walk it was noted that many of the parking control signs on Sacramento were
missing. Some of the signing also appeared overly restrictive or not suited to the needs of
Sacramento Elementary. Drivers were also observed stopping in the school bus zones. Parking
signs and changes to restrictions or layout are recommended to better meet the needs of parents
arriving by automobile. All parking control signing on Sacramento along the Sacramento
Elementary frontage are recommended for replacement with new signs to reduce driver errors.
The Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team approved changes to the parking restrictions on
Sacramento’s south side to maximize available on-street space for parents dropping off or
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picking up students where bus zones were no longer needed. Figure 26 depicts the completed
changes.
Figure 26. Sacramento Parking Control Sign

Double Parking
Enforcement of traffic laws during school hours may go the farthest to reducing this type of
driver error. Additional parking changes elsewhere around the school may also alleviate this
behavior and are discussed later in the report.
Crosswalk law
Current State law requires drivers to stop and stay stopped for pedestrians attempting to cross at
legal crosswalks, marked or unmarked. If the Sacramento Elementary SR2S Team believes that
there are issues related to violations of crosswalk law near the school, PDOT can arrange for
targeted enforcement program where a decoy pedestrian is used. Past traffic safety enforcement
actions have been successful at citing many drivers, cyclists and pedestrians for traffic violations.
SOLUTIONS FOR VEHICLE CONGESTION
Sacramento
The congestion on Sacramento is due to the coincidence of bus parking, student drop-off and
pick-up activities on Sacramento and in the school parking lot, the narrowness of Sacramento
Street, and parking on both sides of Sacramento. Congestion can be alleviated by two common
methods. The first is reduction of traffic and the second is better management of existing traffic.
One method to reduce traffic on Sacramento Street near Sacramento Elementary (apart from
more students walking or riding bikes to school) is to alter drop-off and pick-up activities.
Reducing drop-off and/or pick-up activities on Sacramento may be possible with a change to the
off-street parking. Sacramento Elementary currently has a parking lot with 90-degree angle
parking and a wide aisle in the middle that is used to queue two lanes of traffic for the PM pickup. The existing parking lot layout was investigated and it was determined that an additional
lane for traffic queuing could be created by painting angled parking stalls. The changed layout
would remove 3 permanent parking spaces and is depicted in Figure 27 (next page). The
Sacramento SR2S Team tentatively approved this change to increase on-site vehicle queuing
space. This change could be completed in the spring of 2008.
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Figure 27. Proposed Parking Lot Re-striping

One way streets are often suggested to alleviate congestion problems on narrow streets. One way
operation typically needs a street width of at least 28 feet for parking to remain on both sides
after the change, and Sacramento is 30 feet wide. In order to change a local street to one-way
operation, PDOT would need substantial support from the local residents, for whom the change
primarily affects. Also making the change more difficult is the length of the block. Sacramento
from 111th to 117th does not have intersecting streets that provide multiple access points for local
residents. This makes the one-way operation much more inconvenient for residents. One way
operation eastbound can be accomplished with signing alone, but is more successful when
enforcement or physical changes are also used. The cost for signing Sacramento one way is
about $1000.
Alteration of existing parking controls on Sacramento is another method to better manage
congestion and has already been discussed. Not discussed is the common practice on narrow
streets of remove parking on one side completely, particularly during school hours. This is
another change for which PDOT would need substantial support from the local residents, since
the benefit is primarily for the parents of children attending the school and the bulk of the
inconvenience is placed on adjacent home owners. Also, because parents are already parking in
no parking zones, it would be difficult to ensure the space remains clear.

SOLUTIONS FOR CONVENIENCE CONCERNS
SOLUTIONS FOR POOR PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS
Knott Park
Knott Park was identified as an alternate pathway for students north of Sacramento Elementary
to access the school and avoid portions of 111th and 117th Avenues. The previously discussed
Knott Park crosswalk is in support of the concept of using Knott Park as an alternative pathway
to Sacramento Elementary. Figure 28 depicts the multiple points by which Knott Park can be
accessed.
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Figure 28. Knott Park Pathways

A review of existing trails in Knott Park found asphalt paths in good condition and wood-chip
paths in a variety of conditions. Most of the pathways were satisfactory for walking, but some
appeared to need maintenance.
SOLUTIONS FOR POOR PATHWAY CONNECTIVITY
As part of this report, walking paths were identified so as to focus safety improvement efforts on
key crossing locations. The pathways identified include: Sacramento between 102nd and 122nd
Avenues, 111th Avenue from Klickitat to Halsey, 117th Avenue from Klickitat to San Rafael,
116th Avenue north of San Rafael, and San Rafael from 111th to 122nd Avenue. The lack of
sidewalks on these pathways has already been discussed.
Sacramento and NE 117th are the only routes that have curb and sidewalk. A survey was
conducted to review existing sidewalks and curb ramps for deficiencies and needed maintenance.
The results of the survey are presented below. The locations reviewed below do not include
crossing enhancements already discussed.
Sacramento, 102nd to 122nd Avenue Pathway Deficiencies
Along Sacramento there were several gaps in sidewalk west of 117th that have already been
discussed. There are only two additional intersections that pedestrians cross between 102nd and
122nd that have not been reviewed. It should be noted that, though 108th at Sacramento had
ramps for each corner, each ramp also ended with a catch basin at the bottom. From the survey
of those intersections, it appears that adding ramps to the south side of the intersections would
complete a path on one side of Sacramento the quickest (Table 2). Reconstructing four corners
is estimated to cost $16,000.
Table 2. Sacramento Intersections
Corner
Cross Street
Northeast
th
108 Ave
Needs Fix

Northwest
Needs Fix
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Southwest
Needs Fix

Southeast
Needs Fix

121st Ave

No ramp

No ramp

No ramp

No ramp

NE 117th, Klickitat to San Rafael Pathway Deficiencies
Along NE 117th Avenue, the east side has curb and most of the sidewalk north of Knott. Almost
all curb and sidewalk between Knott and Thompson are missing. From the survey of curb
ramps, it appears that adding ramps to the east side of the intersections would complete a path on
one side of NE 117th the quickest (Table 3). Reconstructing 12 corners is estimated to cost
$64,000. Constructing new corners cost $10,000 each, and building four is estimated to cost
$40,000.
Table 3. NE 117th Intersections
Corner
Cross Street
Northeast
Klickitat
No ramp
Fargo Ct
No ramp
Fargo St
No ramp
Siskiyou
No ramp
Morris
No ramp
Knott
No ramp
Russell
No Corners
Brazee
No Corners
Thompson
No ramp
Eugene
No ramp

Northwest
No ramp
No ramp
No ramp
No ramp
No ramp
No ramp
No Corners
No Corners
No ramp
No ramp

Southwest
No ramp
No ramp
No ramp
No ramp
No ramp
No ramp
No Corners
No Corners
No ramp
No ramp

Southeast
No ramp
No ramp
No ramp
No ramp
No ramp
No ramp
No Corners
No Corners
No ramp
No ramp

SOLUTIONS FOR DEFICIENT BIKE STORAGE
Additional bike parking has already been installed at Sacramento Elementary (Figure 29).
Figure 29. New Bike Parking for Sacramento Elementary
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MISCELLANEOUS
Parking in Driveways
Due to the congestion observed on Sacramento Street a quick-fix project was recommended to
offer residents between 111th and 117th Avenues driveway clearances, where yellow paint is
applied to the curbs to indicate to motorist where parking is prohibited. The Sacramento SR2S
Team tentatively approved funding to install driveway clearances for up to 32 driveways near the
school.
Review School Signing and Crosswalk Maintenance
PDOT reviewed the existing school zone signing on Sacramento and determined the east school
speed zone sign was not placed correctly. The Sacramento SR2S Team approved funding to
adjust the school signing and that work was completed in October of 2007. PDOT reviewed the
existing crosswalk markings on 111th and 117th at Sacramento and determined they were in
satisfactory condition.

PROJECT SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDED PRIORITY
When considering how to prioritize projects many factors influence the decision-making process.
Safety, ease of construction and available funds are only a few of the things to consider. As part
of the development of potential solutions PDOT has traditionally sought to find the best solutions
without consideration of cost and only after the best solutions are identified to consider which
projects to move forward. When seeking to encourage walking and biking to school, safety is
PDOT’s first goal and increasing the pleasantness of the commute is secondary.
When determining what projects to move forward, cost is often the greatest influence. For this
reason, once a list of strategies is determined, the potential solutions are usually divided into
categories of short-term and long-term. Short-term projects have been completed or are easily
attainable in one to two years. Long-term projects are usually cost-prohibitive, are mutually
exclusive of other projects, or conflict with SR2S Team desires. An example of mutually
exclusive projects is the choice between a center turn lane or on-street parking where there is not
space for both. Long-term projects are included in this report in the event additional funding
becomes available.
Below is a list of the possible solutions discussed in this report (Table 4). The short-term projects
are listed in the order of priority with projects already approved by the Sacramento Elementary
Safer Routes School Team listed first. Future short-term projects are listed next. Projects that
PDOT believes provide the greatest safety benefit are listed before projects that are primarily for
convenience. Future long-term projects are listed in a similar fashion with safety ahead of
convenience.
Table 4. Sacramento Elementary SR2S Prioritized Strategies List
Short-term (Tentatively Approved and Prioritized by the SR2S Team)
Rank
1
2

Location
Project
Sacramento at school frontage Parking control signs
School Parking Lot
Re-stripe
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Page
25, 26
26, 27

Estimated
Cost
$800 DONE
$5,000

3

Sacramento, 111th to 117th

4

Sacramento Street

5

Sacramento Street

6

Sacramento Street

7

Klickitat, 111th to 117th

8

San Rafael at 116th

9

San Rafael, 111th to 117th

Driveway clearances (up to
32) ($400/EA)
Marked crossing Knott
Park with curb ramps
Sidewalk @ Knott Park
Crosswalk
Adjust school zone signs
Speed Bumps (3), Resident
Portion
Marked crossing
Speed Bumps (4), Resident
Portion

30

$12,800

19

$3,000
DONE
$5,000
DONE
$400 DONE
$2,400
DONE
$1,000

7, 8

$3,200

22
22
30
6, 7

$33,600.00
Short-term– Ranked by PDOT
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

Location
San Rafael Street, 117th to
122nd
102nd at Brazee
102nd at Brazee
116th Ave N/San Rafael
Halsey at 111th
Tillamook, 102nd to 111th

7
8
9

111th, Klickitat to Sacramento
111th, Sacramento to Weidler
Knott Park

10

Morris Street, 111th to 117th

12

Knott Street, 102nd to 111th

13

108th, Sacramento to Weidler

14

118th, San Rafael to Halsey

15

119th, San Rafael to Halsey

16

Fargo Ct, 117th to 122nd

17

Siskiyou, 111th to 117th

18

Klickitat, West end to 111th

19
20

Sacramento, 102nd to 111th
Sacramento, 111th to 117th

Project
Speed Bumps (3), Resident
Portion
Update Crosswalk
Markings
Signal Back Plates
6 foot Gravel Path
Mark Crosswalks
Speed Bumps (5), Resident
Portion
Speed Tables (5)
Speed Tables (3)
Trail Repair
Speed Tables (3), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (5), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (4), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (3), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (3), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (3), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (3), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (4), Resident
Portion
Speed Tables (5)
Speed Tables (3)
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Page

Estimated
Cost

8

$2,400

12

$500

12
24, 25
21

$3,000
$500

7

$4,000

8
8
27, 28

$10,000
$6,000
$5,000

7

$2,400

7

$4,000

6

$3,200

6

$2,400

6

$2,400

7

$2,400

7

$2,400

6

$3,200

9
9

$10,000
$6,000

21
22
23
24

Sacramento, 117th to 122nd
116th Ave N/San Rafael
116th Ave N/San Rafael
Sacramento at School
Entrance

25

San Rafael at 122nd

26

San Rafael at 122nd

27

111th at Weidler

28

111th at Weidler

29

111th at Halsey

30

111th at Halsey

31
32

Sacramento, 111th to 117th
Sacramento, 111th to 117th

Speed Tables (3)
6 foot Asphalt Path
6 foot Sidewalk
School Crosswalk and
Ramps
Countdown Pedestrian
Signals (4)
Leading Pedestrian
Interval
Countdown Pedestrian
Signals (4)
Leading Pedestrian
Interval
Countdown Pedestrian
Signals (4)
Leading Pedestrian
Interval
One Way Signs
Remove Parking One Side

9
24, 25
24, 25

$6,000
$6,300
$10,000

23

$3,000

17

$3,000

17

$500

20

$3,000

20

$500

21

$3,000

21

$500

27
27

$1,000
$1,000
$104,700.00

Project
Sidewalk (Fed. Grant
Approved)
Sidewalk, N Side
Curb Extensions (NE)
Curb Extensions (SE)
Median
Corner Reconstruct (4)
Curb Extensions (NE,
NW)
Curb Extensions (SE, SW)
Crosswalk Relocate
Median
Corner (NE)
Corner (NW)
Corner (SE)
Corner (SW)
Corner (NE)
Corner (NW)
Corner (SE)
Corner (SW)
Corner (NE)
Corner (NW)
Curb and Walk (S)

Page

Estimated
Cost

23

$42,300

23
13, 14
13, 14
13, 14
28

$60,000
$20,000
$30,000
$12,000
$16,000

12, 13

$24,000

12, 13
12, 13
12, 13
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
18
18
18

$40,000
$2,000
$12,000
$10,000
$20,000
$20,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$15,000

Long-term – Ranked by PDOT
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Location
Sacramento, 111th to 117th ,
South Side
Sacramento, 111th to 117th
102nd Ave at Sacramento
102nd Ave at Sacramento
102nd Ave at Sacramento
Sacramento, 108th/121st
102nd at Brazee

8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

102nd at Brazee
102nd at Brazee
102nd at Brazee
Sacramento at 111th Ave
Sacramento at 111th Ave
Sacramento at 111th Ave
Sacramento at 111th Ave
Sacramento at 117th Ave
Sacramento at 117th Ave
Sacramento at 117th Ave
Sacramento at 117th Ave
San Rafael at 117th Ave
San Rafael at 117th Ave
San Rafael at 117th Ave
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

San Rafael at 111th Ave
San Rafael at 111th Ave
San Rafael at 111th Ave
Sacramento at 122nd Ave
Sacramento at 122nd Ave
Sacramento at 122nd Ave
San Rafael at 122nd Ave
San Rafael at 122nd Ave
San Rafael at 122nd Ave
111th Ave at Weidler
111th Ave at Weidler
111th Ave at Weidler
111th Ave at Weidler
111th Ave at Halsey
111th Ave at Halsey
111th Ave at Halsey
102nd Ave at Tillamook
102nd Ave at Tillamook
102nd Ave at Tillamook
102nd Ave at Tillamook
111th Avenue
117th Avenue
San Rafael
117th Ave, Klickitat to Eugene
111th Avenue
Sacramento, 102nd to 108th

Corner (NE)
Corner (NW)
Corner (SE)
Curb Extensions (NE)
Curb Extensions (NW)
Median
Curb Extensions (NE)
Curb Extensions (NW)
Curb Extensions (SE)
Curb Extensions (NE)
Curb Extensions (NW)
Curb Extensions (SE)
Curb Extensions (SW)
Curb Extensions (NE)
Curb Extensions (NW)
Curb Extensions (SE)
Curb Extensions (NE)
Curb Extensions (SE)
Curb Extensions (SW)
Median
Curb & Walk (per 200’)
Curb & Walk (per 200’)
Curb & Walk (per 200’)
New and Rebuilt Corners
Bike Lanes per Block
Curb and Walk (S)
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20
20
20
16
16
16
17, 18
17, 18
17, 18
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
13
13
13
13
24
24
24
29
24
23

$10,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$12,000
$12,000
$12,000
$20,000
$20,000
$12,000
$20,000
$12,000
$12,000
$12,000
$12,000
$20,000
$30,000
$20,000
$12,000
$45,000
$45,000
$45,000
$104,000
$80,000
$335,000
$1,375,300.00

Sacramento Elementary
Safer Routes to School (SR2S) Approved Projects List
April 2008 Update
A Sacramento SR2S Team meeting was held on April 8, 2008 to discuss the draft report and
prioritize future projects. The previously approved short-term projects were adjusted only
slightly, with former projects 8 and 9 combined to form new project 6 and the school parking lot
re-striping reduced in priority (Table A1). It is anticipated that all projects in Table A1 will be
completed this year.
Table A1. Short-term Projects - Approved and Prioritized by the SR2S Team
Rank Location
Project
1
Sacramento at school frontage Parking control signs
Marked crossing, Knott
2
Sacramento Street
Park
3
Sacramento Street
Sidewalk at Knott Park

Status
DONE
DONE
DONE

4

Sacramento Street

Adjust School Zones

DONE

5

Klickitat 111th to 117th

Speed bumps, (3) residents
portion

DONE

6

San Rafael 111th to 117th

Marked crossing and
Speed bumps (4) residents
portion

$4,200

7

School Parking lot

Re-stripe

$5,000

The Sacramento SR2S Team reviewed the future short-term projects as prioritized by PDOT and,
in addition to adjusting priorities (Table A2), determined that some projects were outside the
scope of focusing on Sacramento attendees. Projects so identified as non-priorities are listed at
the end of this update (Table A4). The timeline for completion of these projects is unknown at
this time.
Table A2. Future Short-term Projects - Approved and Prioritized by the SR2S Team
Estimated
Rank Location
Project
Cost
th
Speed Bumps (3), Resident
San Rafael Street, 117 to
$2,400
1
122nd
Portion
2
Sacramento, 102nd to 111th
Speed Tables (5)
$10,000
3
Sacramento, 111th to 117th
Speed Tables (3)
$6,000
nd
th
Speed Bumps (5), Resident
Tillamook, 102 to 111
$4,000
4
Portion
5
Sacramento, 117th to 122nd
Speed Tables (3)
$6,000
6
116th Ave N/San Rafael
6 foot Sidewalk
$10,000
Update Crosswalk
102nd at Brazee
$500
7
Markings
8
102nd at Brazee
Signal Back Plates
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

111th, Klickitat to Sacramento
Sacramento, 111th to 117th
111th, Sacramento to Weidler
Knott Park
Morris Street, 111th to 117th
Knott Street, 102nd to 111th
108th, Sacramento to Weidler
118th, San Rafael to Halsey

17

119th, San Rafael to Halsey

18

Fargo Ct, 117th to 122nd

19

Siskiyou, 111th to 117th

20

Klickitat, West end to 111th

21

Sacramento at School
Entrance

Speed Tables (5)
Remove parking between
parking lot driveways
Speed Tables (3)
Trail Repair
Speed Tables (3), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (5), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (4), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (3), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (3), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (3), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (3), Resident
Portion
Speed Bumps (4), Resident
Portion
School Crosswalk and
Ramps

$10,000
$1,000
$6,000
$5,000
$2,400
$4,000
$3,200
$2,400
$2,400
$2,400
$2,400
$3,200
$3,000

The Sacramento SR2S Team also prioritized future long-term projects and removed some
proposals from further consideration (Table A3). The timeline for completion of these projects is
unknown at this time.
Table A3. Future Long-term Projects - Approved and Prioritized by the SR2S Team
Estimated
Rank Location
Project
Cost
th
th
1
Sacramento, 111 to 117 ,
Sidewalk (Fed. Grant
$42,300
South Side
Approved)
2
Sacramento, 102nd to 108th
Curb and Walk (S)
$335,000
3
Sacramento, 111th to 117th
Sidewalk, N Side
$60,000
nd
4
102 Ave at Sacramento
Curb Extensions (NE)
$20,000
5
102nd Ave at Sacramento
Curb Extensions (SE)
$30,000
6
102nd Ave at Sacramento
Median
$12,000
th
st
7
Sacramento, 108 /121
Corner Reconstruct (4)
$16,000
8
102nd at Brazee
Curb Extensions (NE,
$24,000
NW)
9
102nd at Brazee
Curb Extensions (SE, SW)
$40,000
nd
10
102 at Brazee
Crosswalk Relocate
$2,000
12
102nd at Brazee
Median
$12,000
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Sacramento at 111th Ave
Sacramento at 111th Ave
Sacramento at 111th Ave
Sacramento at 111th Ave
Sacramento at 117th Ave
Sacramento at 117th Ave
Sacramento at 117th Ave
Sacramento at 117th Ave
San Rafael at 117th Ave
San Rafael at 117th Ave
San Rafael at 117th Ave
San Rafael at 111th Ave
San Rafael at 111th Ave
San Rafael at 111th Ave
San Rafael at 122nd Ave
San Rafael at 122nd Ave
San Rafael at 122nd Ave
102nd Ave at Tillamook
102nd Ave at Tillamook
102nd Ave at Tillamook
102nd Ave at Tillamook
111th Avenue
117th Avenue
San Rafael
117th Ave, Klickitat to Eugene
111th Avenue

Corner (NE)
Corner (NW)
Corner (SE)
Corner (SW)
Corner (NE)
Corner (NW)
Corner (SE)
Corner (SW)
Corner (NE)
Corner (NW)
Curb and Walk (S)
Corner (NE)
Corner (NW)
Corner (SE)
Curb Extensions (NE)
Curb Extensions (NW)
Curb Extensions (SE)
Curb Extensions (NE)
Curb Extensions (SE)
Curb Extensions (SW)
Median
Curb & Walk (per 200’)
Curb & Walk (per 200’)
Curb & Walk (per 200’)
New and Rebuilt Corners
Bike Lanes per Block

$10,000
$20,000
$20,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$15,000
$10,000
$20,000
$20,000
$12,000
$12,000
$20,000
$20,000
$30,000
$20,000
$12,000
$45,000
$45,000
$45,000
$104,000
$80,000

Table A4. Projects Removed from Further Consideration
Location
116th Ave N/San
Rafael
Halsey at 111th
116th Ave N/San
Rafael
San Rafael at 122nd
San Rafael at 122nd
111th at Weidler
111th at Weidler
111th at Halsey
111th at Halsey
Sacramento, 111th to
117th
Sacramento at 122nd
Sacramento at 122nd
Sacramento at 122nd

Estimated
Cost

Project
6 foot Gravel Path

$3,000

Mark Crosswalks

$500

Note
Redundant
Note 1

6 foot Asphalt Path

$6,300

Redundant

Countdown Ped Signals (4)
Leading Pedestrian Interval
Countdown Ped Signals (4)
Leading Pedestrian Interval
Countdown Ped Signals (4)
Leading Pedestrian Interval

$3,000
$500
$3,000
$500
$3,000
$500

Note 1
Note 1
Note 1
Note 1
Note 1
Note 1

One Way Signs

$1,000

Curb Extensions (NE)
Curb Extensions (NW)
Median

$20,000
$20,000
$12,000
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Note 1
Note 1
Note 1

111th Ave at Weidler Curb Extensions (NE)
111th Ave at Weidler Curb Extensions (NW)
111th Ave at Weidler Curb Extensions (SE)
111th Ave at Weidler Curb Extensions (SW)
111th Ave at Halsey
Curb Extensions (NE)
111th Ave at Halsey
Curb Extensions (NW)
th
111 Ave at Halsey
Curb Extensions (SE)
Note 1. Outside school boundary
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$20,000
$12,000
$20,000
$12,000
$12,000
$12,000
$12,000

Note 1
Note 1
Note 1
Note 1
Note 1
Note 1
Note 1

